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uction
Impact

What impact does Extension have in a county? How many people have had acontact with Extension forceful enough for them to recall it? What impression didcontact with Extension leavewhat resulted and how did people react? How muchimpact do leaders feel Extension is having in their county?
These are the main questions of the Shawano County evaluation. This reportsummarizes major findings and Lmplications, and lists additional available materials,

The Evaluation

A Wisconsin district director's request "to know the impact of Extension in acounty,- coupled with the Extension Service/USDA's interest in exploring methods,
resulted in the development of this project.

The purposes of the study were:
1. To increase understanding both among Extension personnel and external

influentials of how various prorrarn areas fit together in their overall
use by a total county pop_ ulation.

2. To determine the overall results of Extension efforts in a county.3. To increase understanding on how evidence can be secured, communi-
cated and used effectively in such an overall evaluation.

Shawano County was selected because it is fairly typical of other rural countiesin the North Central region of the United States. Furthermore, it has had sufficienttenure in several program areas for there to be measurable results, having average orabove average program quality in most areas.
The Shawano County study pilots a macro-evaluation of Extension effective-

ness at the county level. Highest priority was given to collecting data about Extension
as a whole over 15 years, regardless of program area. Second priority went to collect-ing data about specific clientele types, such as farmers, elderly men and women,
professional personnel, businesspersons. Third priority went to measuring specificprograms and projects.

The evaluation concentrated on perceptions of end-results, people involvement,and reactions. Evidence was also secured on methods and specific results. The datacollection procedures included?
1. Program inventories. Comprehensive descriptions of Extension programsfrom 196C-1975 were prepared. These reviews gave a record of programs

conducted; subjects presented and approximate attendance, providing anoverview of major and minor efforts in agriculture, 4-1-1, home economics,resource development and others.
2. Leader survey. 238 county and community leaders were interviewed.

Persons holding public office on local and county levels and those named
by people in the community as influentials were included.

55 5
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3. Total court survey. A random sample of 1192 residents: 18 and older
were inc-ervi ved. Tbcv c1osely resembled the census characteristics for
the courqy. Respondents feeling they'd had "some- or "a lot" of contact
with Extension were asked a grezw'r number of questions and will be
referred to in this report as "considerable contact" respondents.

Both surveys were conducted by telephone'in January and February of 1976
using trained University of Wisconsin Survey Research Laboratory interviewers. The

two surveys used the same basic framework.

For further details on methodology. see Booklet in this series.

Shawano County, Wisconsin

Shawano County is located in north central kViscol

land in the east and forested, recreational areas of lakes and
western parts,

Two-thirds of the 33,000 residents live in rural areas, including ten villages
whose populations are between 235-995. The city of Shavvano, which is also the

county seat. has 6,500 residents. It is a primary trade center in mid-county, although
N.Vausau and Green Bay in adjoining counties draw on trade and recreational interests.

The predominant ethnic background is German. Three percent of the popula-
tion are Native American; the Stockbridge-Munsees have a reservation in the county.
In the southeast, some communities have a Polish heritage.

Fourteen percent of the residents are 65 or older. ".ledian family income is

below the state average.
Agricultural interests comprise 30% of the employment economy, while 15%

are in manufacturing. The professions (primarily education, medicine and law) have

14% of persons employed; 23(7e- are in clerical and sales occupations. Ten percent
are in governmental service and 12% in skilled and semi-skilled jobs.

Agriculture-is predominantly dairy farming, with 45,000 cows returning more
than $31 million grosr, income in 1974. Forage and fiber for dairy cows is produced

on about 350,000 acres. Western Shawano County has a large lumber industry. Agri-
cultural enterprises include food packaging, a large breeding cooperative, dairy, mar-
keting co-ops, whey drying, and processing of cheese, butter, milk, and maple syrup.

Business has diversified in recent years to include textile and metal industries.

The new Shawano Regional Industrial Park of 195 acres is increasing opportunity
for new jobs and economic development.

Local gowyrnment consists of ten village councils, 25 town boards and the
30-member Cr-anty Board of Supervisors. The equalized valuation of Shawano

County was $339,685,600 in 1973.

-ith rolling agricultural
_ams in the central and

Extension Work in Shawano County

Although state specialists had worked with county residents for several years,

the first Extension appointment to Shawano County was in 1917. Currently there

are five Extension agents based in Shawano. At the time of this study, their positions

and tenure were as follows: Agricultural Agent, 20 years (changed just prior to
surveying); 4-H Youth Agent, more than 20 years; Home Economist, 11/2 years; 4-H

Youth/EFNEP, 2 years (changed during the study); and Resource Development Agent,

10 years.



Other University faculty.- provide access to programs originating outside the
county. Area and state specialists, including those based on ctmipuses, offer educa-
tional activities through workshops, mass media, ?rid Educational Telephone Net-
work (ETN) in the wide range of subjects available from the University of Wisconsin.

Shawano County drew upon general Extension services for courses, workshops
and conferences for years prior to the forming of University Extension in 1967. *

Although some programming from all 13 Extension program areas reaches
Shawano County people, the major emphasis locally has been on:

Agricuitureatry and livestock, crops and soils, forestry, farm management,
building and equipment, horticulture, and conservation.
Home Econornicslarnily living, housing, interpersonal relations, consumer
resource management, food and nutrition, crafts and cultural arts, Extension
Homemaker Clubs and 4--H projects, Expanded Food and Nutrition Educa-
tion (EFNEP).
4-H and Youthcitizenship, recreation, leadership development in more th
50 project areas (animal science, mechanics, natural and health sciences,
communication, cultural arts, home and family, political and social sciences,
plants and soils).
Community Resource Developmentleadership, business and industry,
environmental resources, recreation, governmental process, land use planning
and housing.
`Continuing Education for Professionals--(credit or non-credit) the arts,
business, education, social work, public affairs, law, government and
community development, health, agriculture, women's and family living,
and communications.

*Wisconsin differs from most other states in that one overall program and organization encompasses
all of the Extension of the total University of Wisconsin system. The 13 program areas include Agri-
culture and AgriBusiness, Business and Industry, Communications, Engineering-Mathematics-Applied
Sciences, Extension Programs in Education, Government and Community Development, Family
Living Education. Health Sciences, Human Resource. Development, Natural and Environmental
Resources, Social Services, School for Workers, and Youth Development.



Cone mitosis
In this part of the report, many specific evidences, when categorized, support

seven major conclusions.

The conclusions and implications summarize major results of the Shawano
county evaluation. Because relationships between specific findings, conclusions, and
implications may not be readily apparent, consider the results of the evaluation as
existing on a continuum from specific to general. This material represents various
points along that continuum.
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Most adults in Shawano County have
contact with Extension.

Most adults in Shawano county had contact with Extension over the past 10 to 15
years.

50% of adults recalled contact with Extension; 15% felt
they'd had considerable contact:

50% 35%

No contact Very little

11% 4%

Some A lot

En further probing, however, about half of those not remembering contact
actually did have some kind of contact, thus resulting in a total of 76%:

24% 76%

No contact Had contact

Generalizing to the 21,000 adults living in Shawano County, this means that
over 10,000 participated in Extension programs at some time during the past
15 years.

oat community d county leaders perceived having Extension contact.

7. 45% 4S%

None Some, little A great deal of perceived contact

Considerable contact with Extension was highly related to contact through 4-H.
Among considerable contact respondents (15% of total):

45% had children in 4-H at some time.
39% were former 4-H members.
31% were 4-H leaders or resource people at some time.
27% belonged to a Homemaker Club.
12% had contact with a business resource in Extension.
8% had children who took part in Summer Food Fun.
3% took part in special programs for Native Americans.
2% were in EFNEP.
1% participated in School for Workers.
1% were in Mother Moppets program.



Many contacts with Extension were through actil. ities originating outside the coun,.
28% viewed Extension television programs.
19% heard Extension radio progarns by agents from other coun
15% attended Farm Rrogres:. Days or similar events.
12% attended Extension courses or workshops.
10% heard programs via state Extension radio.

4% used Educational Telephone Network (ETN).
3% took part in Independent Study (Extension correspondence courses

Distance prevents participation for sorre, but not for others. A fourth of those
with little or no contact said it wouldn'; be hard to attend a meeting in another
county, 7% said they could go elsewhere in the state for an Extension event.

Contact with Extension was associated with frequency of contacting an authority,
when needing information.

80q

Percentage
contacting
Ex tenston

65%

44%

Seldoni,
20%

Never
)

Frequency of contacting authority

Contacting an authority was also significantly associated with age, education,
income, and occupation.

Respondents had greater contact with Extension within the past 5 years.
Contact recalled by total coun

19604964

1965-1969

1970-1975

survey respondents over time periods:

18% recalled Extension contact

23%

31%

In addition, there were respondents who had contact but did not ecall it
initially as being with Extension.

Contact recalled by leaders surveyed:

1960-1964

1965-1969

1970-1975

61%

76%

91%
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Extension reached almost all groups, although .ificant differences
certain demographic characteristics.

Percent of total county suriey respondents contacting Extension

Occupation

Income
(annual family)

Age

Place of
Residence

i

I I I

40-60:

'II

71%

88(7c,

85%

79%

80`,';

76%

69%

70%

74%

79%rural area

91%

88%

No apparent differences in participation related to sex or ethnic background.

Persons having little or no Extension contact said they didn't know about it or
didn't need it.

39% didn't have time, were too busy, too tired .

22% didn't need (don't need information, use other sources).

14% unable to take part (too old, ill, live too far away).

13% weren't aware of Extension, hadn't thought about i .

12% weren't interested.

4% said it wasn't relevant or they'd had an unsatisfactory experience
IM in the past.



2. Extension uses vari us approaches to
niplement major programs.

More people reported being reached by mass melia than by other techniques.

Mass media

Individual visit

Mee

4

51%

64% Newspaper

Radio, television

B etin

25 Te ephone, in once, letter, e

111111.1 22% With Shawano County ageni

17% Course or workshop in Shawano

15% State event

12% Course or workshop outside coot_

I
Independent Study

3%

Educational Telephone Network session

Correspondence cou

media reached many who didn't have other kinds of contact.

76% had contact, 29% only through mass media.

Those who were more likely to have had only mass media contact:

Village residents (39%).
People over age go (38%).
Leis than high school education (38%).
Minority ethniC. background (38% Native Americans)_
Those with incomes less than $8,000 (35%).
Those whoaeldom or never contact an authority (35%).
Women not in the labor force (34%).
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uch Extension information was transmitted through friends and relatives.
82% of those with considerable Extension contact said they shared
information with other people-39% shared with more than 15 people.
20% of those with little or no Extension contact, said relatives or friends
shared Extension information with them.

any adults remembered contact with statewide racu
personnel.

Key: Contact
l= local agent

Contact with
faculty outside
of the county

Professionals

63%11.11.'
50%

Business People

65%

Local
Rasou
Agent

42%

State
Business
and
Industry
Faculty

23%
19%

12%

e as witn count

Total County Survey

Fanners
56%

Recreation North
Resource Wisconsin
Center Development

Center

27%

45%
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era wanted Extension to be involved in certain programs fro

Crucial roles of Extension
personnel as perceived by
leaders (multiple responses

Program

included): Land use Outdoor'
Planning Industrial Recreation
& zoning development Development

Call iig meetings 16% 14% 24%
Conducting meetings 18 9 4
Coordinatin groups 4 0 7
Identifying problems 11 17 13
Presenting solutions 9 3 7
Presenting alternatives 7 6
Presenting facts & opinions 16 20 15
Getting_ resourcet 9 17 20
Other 5 3 0
None is crucial 2 9 2
ALL ARE CRUCIAL 53 29 37

Extension programs were sequential year-to-year activities.
Within any one year, records of Extensicin's program activities showed little
connection, but when program inventories were analyzed from year-to-
year, major relationships were identified between events, which resulted
in much time given to specific content areas.
-For examp' the- resource agent felt-little had been done with- business.
Yet between 1968-75 many specific things had been done including main
street renewal, surveys of problems, shoplifting clinics, and small business
management consultations. In addition, beginning with a recreation inventory,
many planning efforts were conducted that ultimately increased the
recreational facilities in _Shawano County.
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3 Individualse groups, and communities
all benefit from Extension.
People saw Extension as providing many kinds of information.

Respondents having considerable contact (N =174) got vari ous
information:

Home, family life

bisect, weed problems

Land use and zoning 70
Nutrition, better eating

Gardens, lawns, flowers

Arts, music. drama

Indian heritage-and
concerns

22%

40%

60%

55%

55%

53%

51%

Among considerable contact respondents, over half (55%) got information on
four or more topics asked about in the survey:

20% of the' women got only homemaking information, while 20% who
got information secured it on topics other than homemaking. 60% got
homemaking information plus subjects related to occupation, gardening,
community affairs, etc'. N'
80% of the,fahners secured information from Extension on subjects other
than fanning. 94% got farming information or service (soil tests, for
example).

Eitension helped local groups develop many facilities used by Shawano Coun
residents.

Among the facilities Extension helped to develop, the parks were the
most apt to have been used. All other facilities were oriented toward a more
limited clierrteleFor example; the pre-school-center-would be used only by
those in the Shawano city area who had pre-schooteliildren.

Parks

Navarind ski hill

Minibus

Craft shop

Stockbridge historical
project

Pre-school center

12%

67%
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* Considerable contact respondents reported they received benefits from Extension
in several ways.

Educational resources

40% 72%

Very much Some benefit

A respondent gave this example: "Improved my functioning as an
administrator. Helped me improve the quality of education in the
community."

Hoe, health or sa

Very much

42%

Some bene

71 %©

Another example from the survey: "I felt the broader knowledge of
nutrition makes for a better and healthier family."

Individual abilities

Very much Some benefit

70%

took a course for store clerks. It helped us with thinking quicker,
how to treat custdmers, and how to do a better job."

Natural environment

Very much Some benefit

66%

"Helping in the community our 4-H projects to beautif

Economic improvement

Very much
37%

Some benefit
63%

gs.77

"Information on farm problems which helped me improve my f
and output."

Groups and government

23r; 36%

Very much

"Received help about county and local government. I learned about
governrhent structure and policy and could make more valid decisions."

Some benefit

59%

a



th men and women felt ey and then. families received home, health and
safety benefits.

18' 43'7;
vety tt tit h _sijn'tv

-C 4

Lower-income persons with considerable Extension contact perceived economic
benefits from Extension.

Total annual family income Amount of economic benefit perceived

Less thin $8,000

$8,00&$16,000

More than $16,000

Some Very much

37%

36% =ELM=
42% 16";

63 0

58% \

7-5%

Leaders felt Extension's traditional audiences received more benefit than did other
audiences.

Percentage of leaders who felt these received a great deal of help fro
Extension

Youth 55%

Farmers 51%

42%Leaders

Parents 41%

Elderly people 36%

Native Americans 24%

City-village residents 24%

Professionals

Laborers 6%

14%©
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Leaders' perception of benefits to farmers varied according to where the
leaders lived.

Leaders from vfllaLes

Rural

City

Amount of benefits to farmers from Extension

38% great deal of benefit

42% some benefit

I 20% little or no benefit

28% some

12% little or no benefit

27% some .

60 great deal

72% great deal

1 0%

nsion had an impact on several community problems and concerns.
A majority of leaders said they used Extension as a resource for three
community concerns:

Land Use Planning & Zoning

Recreation Development

Industrial Development 55%

Extension was also seen as a key influence on how leaders fek about the
three concerns.

66%

66%

Program

Persons who Land Use Lndustrial Recr .lion
influenced leaders Planning Development Development

Extension person 46%-- 23% 32%
Elected official 16 15 7
Bureau person 21 3 25
Planning commission 5 0 0
Business person/enterprise 2 36 11
Club or organization 0 3 7
Friend or neighbor 2 .0 0
No one 30 38 32



Viers perceived several pes of ienefit.s to communities and the county a
It of Extension work.

Percentage of leaders perceiving a
great deal of benefit

Natural environment 47%

Educational resources 43%

Individual abilities 41%

Health and safety

Economic improvement

Groups and government

38%

34%

29%

The leaders' pelreptions'of the-surnotint of benefit depended on several factors.
Perception of benefits to groups and government, for example, varied
according to the amount of contact the leaders had in meetings with
local Extension agents.

Amount of meeting Amount of perceived benefit
contact

Great deal

e

No contact

- 36% some

8% little-none

56% great deal

33% great deal

59% some

8% little -none

27% great deal

1 47% some
26% little -none

16% great deal

I50% some

134% little-none



4. Citizens and leaders make positive
judgments about Extension.

Most leaders thought Extension did a good or excellent job.
Leaders felt the results of Extension programs were:

29% 58%

Excellent Good Fair-poor

Leaders made positive judgments about Extension operations.
Leaders rated Extension as "good" or "excellent" on the following
criteria:

Considerable contact use:
efficient, and effective.

Criteria

Worth the
tax money

Efficient

Sufficient no.
of programs

Effective

Makes resources
available

Deals with
important things

Concerned with
people

Accurate and
up-to -date

Lboks ahead

21

77 %© Deals with important things

71% Effective

68 %© Efficient

63% Worth the tax dollars

N--174) rated Extension as worth the tax dollars,

Judgments

% Excellent % Good

49% 88%

53%

82%

73%

-11111111a 84%
39% 1 70%

51%

49% 62%

71%

70%

82%



Participation greatly affected Extension support.
Almost all (99%) of those having considerable Extension contact felt
that they or their families benefited in at least one of the six major benefit
types. Over two- thirds felt they'd gotten "very much" benefit in at least one
one area.

Leaders' judgments about Extension's worth in tax dollars c e
their committee contact with local agents increased.

Amount of local
committee contact Judgments about worth

Great deal

e

Lit none

38% excellent

51% hood

11% fair -poor

21% excellent

MN\\
26% fair -poor

% good

,0 People with considerable Extension contact judged most methods as helpful, but
committees, courses, major events and individual agent contact were more helpful.

A lot of help Some h'lp Little-no help
Committee 78% 17% 5%
Courses 68 26
Major events 64 32- 4

Individual agent co 61 31 8
Agent presentation 49 7
Bulletin 38 43 19
Radio, newspaper 37 53- 10
ETN 24 62 14



5. Extension lacks sufficient image
and identity in Shawano County.

Leaders characterized Extension as "University of Wisconsin" "education"
more than other identities.

The immediate impression of Extension was learned through responses
to the open-ended first question, "What is Extension?"
Extension is: Education 37%

University of Wisconsin 32
A service 28 (multiple responses
Community betterment 16
Agricultural 12
Reaching out S

included)

Even though most leaders had contact, less than one - third were very familla
Extension.

Contact:
93% had c

2.7% very
familiar

56% somewhat familiar 17% not
at all

Leaders holding elected or appointed offices were less acquainted with
Extension than were persons named by knowledgeable residents:
reputational leaders. Those holding office who were also named as influentials
were the most familiar with Extension.

Familiarity with Extension by type of leadership:

Positional leaders

Reputational leade

Leaders who are both
positional and reputational

63%
somewhat

53% very familiar

45% somewhat

2% not farn

61% very
fanmiiar

somewhat
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Extension did not have appropriate and sufficient identity for all Shawano Coun
people.

Although 76% had contact, 66% of the adults interviewed claimed they
weren't familiar with Extension.
24% of adult citizens don't use Extension.
6% of residents interviewed did not recognize agen by title, but did by

-Ante.

Although 51% of the total county survey had contact with 4-H, many did not
associate the 4-H progam with Extension.

78% of 4-H parents interviewed said they had little or no contact with
Extension during the past 15 years.
75% of former 4-H members said they had little or no contact.
51% of 4-Fl leaders reported little or no Extension contact between
19604975.

y did not know what programs'Extension offered.
The most often given suggestion for improving Extension programs was to
"do more publicity"people feel they need more information about what
is offered.

Many with considerable contact with Extension said they didn't know how
well Extension served certain clientele.

CliAtele Percentage not .knowing

Labor union members

Government officials

Business people

Children 8-12__

Professionals

Low-income families

Native Americans

People with lawns/
gardens

Adults tiying to corn-
plete high school

People concerned with
the environment

Elderly people

17%

32%

31%

31%

27%

26%

46%

44%

43%

43%

80%



6. Leaders want to be more involved in
program determination and
evaluation.
More leaders felt that and state Extension decided about programs than did
local people.

(multiple responses included)

Percentage of leaders who 32% local leaders
believe the following groups 33% local people
make decisions about Extension 48% local agents

50% state Extension

Beliefs about whtiinakes program decisions vary according to both the
Extension contact and place of leaders' residence.

Leaders who were actively involved with Extension throu
committee contact felt close to the decision making:

Amount of local
committee contact

None

Little

Borne

Great deal

Local people decide

83%

al people decide

77%

ount of

Locals do
not decide

Locals do
not decide

Local people decide

69%

25

Locals do not decide

people decide

Locals do not decide

But leaders from the small villages were less likely to feel that local
people made decisions about Extension programs.

Leaders from
villages

Rural as

609©

people

No
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Many leaders felt ey. did not have enough opportunity to influence Extension
programs.

-
Leadership type

Positional

Reputational

Positional-
reputational

All leaders

The oppor

Leaders from
villages

Opportuni

64%

No

11% Depends

Yes

Yes

influence was affected by where the leader lived:

opportuni

Not enou

Decitnds

72%

Not enough opportunity

Rural area

Enough
opportunity

Enough oppo-

orttiiir-



Leaders want "results" information through short reports.
The majority anted to get information from short wri
or through media (63%).

Kinds of infor-
mation wanted Percentage wanting

Who participates

Ways they
participate

Reactions 77%

Numbers and types 82%
-of programs offered

53%

27

epo s (86'7

617©

Results of programs 89%

Leaders on having enough information by their place of residence:

Leaders from
small villages

o o

Rural areas

30% sufficient information

66% no

4% depends

72% sufficient
information

62%© sufficient
information



7. Program evaluation trite
vague and inconsistent.

0 Extension personnel's standards varied greatly as to what percentage of people
should have Extension contact.

Sixty-two faculty, locally and state-based, had a variety of expectations on
what constitutes an adequate (successful) program. For example, the range
of standards about any Extension contact was from 18% to 100%, with
the distribution as follows:

20 40 60 80 100%

Median 5%
Mean-62%
Range-18-100%

No clear indication of sufficient contact through a local agent could be
determined by standards Extension personnel set.

0 20 40 60 80 100%

Median-50%
Mean-38%
Range-10-100%

Extension faculty had lower minimum acceptance levels for low-income
people, who are considered hard to reach.

I

0 20 40 60 80 100%

Median-40%
Mean-43%
R.ange-5-90%



e°ious reasons were given for judging Extension proaams.
Leaders identified reasons they felt, were important for judging the results
gain,d from Extension. These reasons Were of seven types:

Reason Percent,of leaders identifying

Personnel 14%
Relevance 13
Usage 13
Kinds of progra 11
Learning 10
General value S

Cost 5

Other 7

Almost all (99%) of those with considerable Extension contact said the help
they'd-received was wort' their time. The reasons for this assessment included
six general )finds:

Saved time, money or effort Expanded horizons
Gave individual satisfaction Enabled me to help others
Provided solutions or needed help Helped with my job

Leaders and other adult respondents differed as to which types of benefits are
most importar.L

Leaders' response about what w
most important to the county

Economic Improvement

Environmental Improvement

!!-
Home, Health and Safety

20%

Group & 10%
. Governmental Processes

!1.1
12%

ElAdults' response as to what was
most important to themselves

17%

Individual Abilities

Educational Resources

6%

IR-1 17%

23%

45 %©

4% in each group
had no response.

29
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Leaders felt that certain program: were more imnortmt than others.
Consistent with leaders' views about economic criteria being most
important, leaders felt that jobs and industry and farm market
development needed to be emphasized, given limited resources.

Percentage of leaders saying m re should be done on these problem a

Jobs and industry

Farm market development

relationships

Se giver and water

Outdoor recreation

Solid wns

Governmental processes

Planning and zoning

Fuel shortage

17`,-;

15%

14%

10%

8%

Given limited resources, leaders thought Extension should do more prograr
with certain groups.

Percentage of leaders indicating more emphasis on

Youth 21%

The elderly 17%

Farmers 15%

Native Americans 14%

Parents 11%

Laborers 11%

Professionals 9%

City-village residents 8%

Leaders la 70
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nplications
The specific findings and general conclusions, when combined with further

assumptions about Extension work, lead toward 10 general implications for
Extension programming.

A major underlying assumption of all these is that Extension's future Paccess
rests on its ability and willingness to consider, implications such as the 10 included
here.

Although not statistically generalizable to other counties and states, the findings,
conclusions, and implications from Shawano may nevertheless be useful as other
counties and states review their programs.



1. Extension must decide the opti um
balance between some contact with
most people and intensive con ac
with fewer people.

Assumptions

1. The likelihood of increasing visible impact on community and individual
problems is higher if Extension concentrates its resources on reaching certain
groups or in dealing with specific problem areas.

2. Mass media can reach many people mar efficiently than can individual and
group contacts.

3. Being tax supported, Extension is obligated to provide equal access to its
programs for all people.

4. Extension can continue to expect limited resources.

Evidence

1. Seventy-six percent of adults had contact with existing staff.
2. Fifteen percent of all Shawano's adult residents (or 800 people) had intensive

contact over the 15-yeax period.
3. Leaders desired Extension agents to be involved in programs from start to

finish.
4. Judgments about Extension's importance, effe iven ss, and worth by leaders

and the public were much more positive as co tacts increased.
5. Extension staff members' perceptions varied on acceptable amounts f contact

for success.

Discussion

Current staff cannot be expected to reach a larger percentage of people and at
the same time concentrate more time on major problems. The situation is extremely
frustrating to Extension staff when unsure of optimism balance or expected direction.
They are encouraged to set priorities so as to cat in( visible results for accounta-
bility purposes. but they are also expected to all requests and to reach
the 24r: are unreached. These conflicting prez,i-Lis come from both local leader-
ship and Extension administration.

In making this decision, Extension must create and use new media, new coopera-
tive work relationships, and new expectations within its own structure and among
clientele.
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2. Extension must decide on extent of
its responsibility for assisting people
who do not usually seek help.

Assumptions

1. Extension is ohlig,ated
2. Some people are mom

thus easier to assist.
3. People with little or

future.

Evidence

to provide program opportunities to everyone.
self- initiating, request more help than others, and are

o prior convict are less likely to use Extension in the

1. Twenty-four percent of citizens have had no Extension contact.
2. People who do not usually contact authorities when needing information have

had little contact with Extension.
3. Residents of small villages and farther distances frcm the local Extension

office were much less likely to have had contact.
4. Older, less formally educated, and lower-income citizens have-had less contact

with Extension.
-5. Leaders desired more programming for elderly and village residents.
6. People with occupations other than farming, the professions, and business

were less likely to have contact.
7. Many people were unaware of Extension's programs.

Discussion

Is Extension obligated to respond only to people who "want" help? Is Extension
responsible for initiating programs with those not accustomed to using it? Although
comprising 33% of the population, only 15% in the 60 and older group (who have less
income, less education, and proportionately more problems) had contact with Extension,
Programming for these groups will be less efficient (contacts per time), may be less
rewarding at first, and may receive negative feedback from traditional audiences.
Nevertheless, the decision must be made.



3. Extension must use strategic
combinations of meetings, mass media,
committee and individual contacts in
sequential, continuous programming.

Assumptions

1. Extension methods differ educational purposes they best serve,
2. Optimum combinations can be identified.

Evidence

1. Twenty-nine percent of people had contact only through mass media.
2. Sixty-four percent of the people had Extension contact through newspapers.
3. Extension radio and TV programs reached 51 of citizens.
4. Mass media were more efficient than other methods in reaching higher

percentages of people.
5. Contacts through committees, courses, major events, and individual agents

were perceived to be much more helpful than mass media.
6. Eighty-two percent of the considerable contact respondents shared infoiima-

bon with others.
7. Contacts with local agents were related to positive judgments about Extension.
S. Leaders' judgments of Extension were highly related to personal and

committee participation.
9. Leaders preferred the community development agent to he involved in a

program from start to finish.
10. Major program efforts were achieved by programming sequentially on the

same topics year by year, not by allocating large amounts of time within
one year.

Discussion

Extension presentations through commercial television, radio, and newspapers
must be interesting and effective. They can create more awareness of Extension,
generate interest in programs, and provide factual information to people without
other forms of contact. Media contacts must be preceded, supplemented, and
followed by intensive, useful, and effective informal learning contacts on the same
topics. Furthermore, Extension must help people share this learning, to generate
interest and participation in sequential programs among other populations. Closer
coordination between ETN, correspondence courses, and other continuing educa-
tion offerings with local Extension programs will also lead to more awareness and
impact.



4. A county program muat be defined as
combined efforts of local agents and
other state. de and district faculty.

Assumptions

1. Some tendency exists to consider the county program as the work of the
local agents.

2. Much work by statewide faculty is independent of local programs.
3. Some people in certain parts of Shawano County have easier access to radio,

TV, newspapers, and Extension offices in adjoining counties than in their
own county.

4. Limited communication between two levels of Extension programs due to
separated bases of operation contributes to frustration, inefficiency, and
ineffectiveness.

5. Close relationships between locally perceived problems and available
knowledge at campuses is necessary for program development,

Evidence

I. Much helpful contact existed between local citizens and non-local Extension
staff.

2. The most helpful contacts were local committees, personal contacts, and
courses:-

3. Many citizens had contact with Extension outside of county borders.
4. Thirty-nine percent of leaders did not feel they had enough opportunity

influence program decisions.

Discussion

The key to increasing the acceptance and usage of Extension in a county is to
see it as a total program, including both local and state inputs. Limited budgets do
not allow for competition between state and local faculty on control and implemen-
tation of a program in a county. Local staff must help residents recognize that they
get much more for their tax dollar than five local agents. Counties get most of their
printed material, ETN, independent study courses, mass media, and back-up help
from non-local University Extension sources.

Statewide faculty, on the other hand, must realize that inputs from local
citizens and leaders, as well as local staff, enhance the successes of their more
specialized statewide programs in any particular county.



5. Extension must attend to problems of
individuals and to concerns needing
group or governmental action.

Assumptions

1. Problems are different. Some are group or community concerns and some
are individual ones.

2. Extension traditionally helps both individuals and groups to help themselves.
3. Many of today's problems can be solved only through community action.

Evidence

1. Almost all respondents related how Extension helped them as individuals.
2. Extension in Shawano County helped develop many commun. ty institutions

such as parks, livestock market, minibus, and low-income housing.
3. Over 40% of Shawano County leaders perceived that Extension helped a

great deal on planning and zoning, outdoor recreation, sewer and water
planning, and solid waste disposal.

4. Extension was the most influential source of information to leaders on land
use planning and recreation.

Discussion

Extension must decide the proportion of time and effort going into various
levels_of problemslinclividual, group, community, county). It can contribute to all
levels, but the question is. at which levels) will Extension add more to the lives
of people?

All program areas must address the question. Leaders are involved in all aspects
of the community and welcome Extension assistance in any of them. Statewide
faculty should give more help in identifying problems thatcan be handled individually
and those that need to be addressed by group action.



6. Extension must focus more on the
needs of the "whole" person.

Assumptions

1. Individuals have their own "prcgram" of activities, only part of which is
Extension related.

2. Extension's relevance depends on how people perceive it in relation to their
personal concerns.

3. Specialized programming tends to address only parts of the "whole" self.

Evidence

1. People ha-ing considerable contact with Extension were involved in several
Extension programs. For example, farm families used Extension .in relation
to 4-H, occupation, leisure, and farm interests.

2. Eighty percent of leaders perceived themselves to be involved in all aspects
of Shawano County interests.

Discussion

Extension specialists and faculty subject-matter disciplines tend to see clients
from only one perspective. Extension must help clients blidge from the specialized
program to their other interests and to other Extension program opportunities. For
instance, Extensic faculty must also help leaders and other citizens see the rela-
tionship of economic related programming to other aspects of community and
personal life. The likelihood of leaders accepting educational programs is much
higher if they can see these as contibuthig to economic benefits. Leaders must see
that Extension program development complements their values.



7. Extension must address specific
immediate concerns of individuals and
communities, and help people relate
outcomes to larger goals.

Assumptions

1. Extension is accountable to individual clients on specific requests and to
citizens and legislators on achieving general goals.

-. All specific problems and benefits of Extension fit within broad, long.range
benefits.

3. Individuals and families are more likely to see specific results than general
benefits.
Exten,zion helps people help themselves when it relates everyday action to
larger lor -range benefits.

5. The real value of total Extension will be known only when it can sum up
specific results or directly assess broad, general results.

Evidence

1. Citizens and leaders gave many specific examples of Extension help.
2. Citizens and leaders perceived benefits for all aspects of their lives from

Extension.

Discussion

Extension must remain both practical and academically solvent. Can Extension
only inform people on technical questions like "What is the fertilizer grade for grow-
ing corn on silt loam ?" and "Can a pear tree be planted in Shawano County?" Or is
Extension obligated to relate the answers to these particular questions to bigger goals
and benefits such as economics, environment, or democratic procedures, and to show
how the specific information may lead to several larger benefits?
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S. Extension must recognize the
difficulty in setting program priori es
when communities and individuals
are truly involved.

Assumptions

1. All people must be involved in determining their own goals and activities.
2. i eoi e are unique. All do not value the same beliefs to the same extent.

Evidence

1. Forty-seven percent of the leaders felt benefits were most crucial
to Shawano County.

2. Twenty-three percent of adults felt education was the most crucial benefit
to Shawano.

3. Only 6'; of the leaders perceived education to he crucial.
4. Leaders judged results against criteria such as learning, usage, relevance, and

personnel.
5. Leaders thought youth, the elderly, jobs and industry_ , and farm market

development should get increased attention.
6. Citizens varied greatly on needed programs and did not agree with leaders.

Discussion

With little consensus as to program priorities, Extension will have to be patient
and thorough in identifying and clarifying needs and in deciding on possible programs.
Extension and citizens must be clear on their reasons for deciding programs, identify-
ing goals, and selecting criteria. Ample discussion will help increase understanding, -

deter unnecessary conflict, increase credibility, and aid program support.



9. Criteria for evaluatIn programs
must be clarified.

Assumptions

1. Success is known when one knows what is desired and how much is
acceptable.

2. Decisions are made when one knows the point at which one alternative is
selected over another.

3. Data are meaningless unless related to some reference point.
4. Groups and individuals differ in judgments more because of not having a

common enterion than because of different perceptions of facts.
5. Unless Extension and clientele can jointly identify and communicate what

is to be defined as success, they will not be able to deal with the question of
accountability, either internally or externally.

6. Evaluation is the comparison of "what is (Shawano evaluation data) and
what should be" (standards), and then making a judgment.

Evidence

1. Extension staff did not agree on what should be or on the definition of success.
2. Only 29% of leaders judged program results to be "excellent."
3. Leaders felt certain programs and groups should receive more emphasis even

with limited resources.

Discussion

This evaluation showed that Extension has given little conscious thought to
how good is "good," or to the limitations and potentials of county Extension
programming. In addition, Extension does not know the minimum acceptable stan-
dards of leaders and citizens or what respondents mean by "excellence!' Thus,
before moving to further usage of these results or any.other evaluation, an a
ness and learning program needs to occur. Mese discrepancies on standards are
part due to few comparable studies. Thus, these findings can serve as a beginnth o
understanding and as a benchmark for similar evaluations in the future.
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its. Understanding of Extension must be
increased by giving people more
opportunity to be involved.

Assumptions

1. Awareness is prior to interest and _acceptance._
2. Interest is prior to participation in programs.
3. Awareness, interest, and satisfy_ ing participation acre necessary citizens

are to support Extension with tax dollars.

Evidence

1. Leaders see Extension as education, the university, and service.
2. Eighty-three percent of leaders were familiar with Extension, but only 27%

were very familiar.
3. Sixty-six percent of adults said they weren't familiar with Extension.
4. Seventy-eight percent of 4-H parents said they had little or no Extension

contact.
5. Shawano County Extension has had "extensive" local newspaper coverage.
6. Leaders wanted more information on actual results of programs.
7. Leaders wanted information informally and through short written reports.
S. Thirty-two percent of leaders felt local people make decisions on programs,

whereas 50% felt the state Extension decides.
9. Thirty -nine percent of leaders felt they did not have enough opportunity to

influence programs.
10. Much committee contact and involvement by leaders strongly related to

positive judgments.

Discussion

Although Extension in-Shawano has had extensive mass media coverage, some
are still unaware of its programs, particularly the non-traditional offerings. With
rising taxes, the public wants to know how its monies are spent and what are the
results. Unless Extension communicates better than at present, it may lose dollars
to competing agencies and programs. Program promotion must be identified as
UW-Extension.

Leaders in particular need to be more involved in progam development. They
must feel an opportunity to influence and that constituents are benefitting. Local
involvement of key people has been espoused for years by Extension. This evalua-
tion gave documentation of benefits from such involvement. Thus Extension has
adtied.incentive, .. . . .... ...... .. . .



Additional Materials
Set of 8 Impact Summaries

(Extension in Shawano County, Leaders in Shawano Coun
Professionals, Families, Elderly, Business People)

From the Total County Survey

Total County Impact Reports
*1 Contact with Extension
*2 Results of Contact with Extension
*3 Reactions to Extension

Specific Clientele or Program Reports
Farmers
Business People
Professionals
Elderly
Native Americans
Low Income
Home Economics
4-H (Parents, Leaders, Alumni

Specific Extension Methods Reports
Mass Media
Meetings
Individual Contact

Selected Analyses According to Demographic Variables
Age
Income
Education
Ethnic Background
Occupation
Place of Residence
Location in County
Sex
Orientation Towazd Contacting an Authority

Effect of Orientation Toward Contacting an Authority

Data-Patterns and Meanings

-H, Farmers,

Comments Based on the Shawano Project Data
(3 -page summary presented to WiSconsin Extension administrative
group)



'andards

Standards and Criteria in Evuating nsion's Impact

From the Leadership Survey

Shawano County Leaders: A Profile and Summary of Reactions to Extension
Compared to Randomly Selected Citizens

Shawano County Leaders: Perceptions of Extension Benefits

Shawano Cdunty Leaders.

Shawano County Leaders:
Processes

Shawano County Leaders:
Programs

Judgments About Extension

Involvement in Evaluation and Accountabilit

Involvement in Commun d Extension

Shawano County Leaders: Perceptions of the Community and Resource
Development Agent's Role

Shawano County Leaders: An Evaluation of Outdoor Recreat dnyrograms

Shawano County Leaders:
Programs

Shawano County Leaders:
Programs

An Evaluation of Land Use Planning Education

An Evaluation of Industrial Development Program

Major Reports in this series: Impact of Extension in Shawano County

1. Conclusions & Implications
2. Methodology
3. Usage

MAJOR REPORTS are available at o charge to anyone. Other materials
will be reproduced as requested, at no charge to Wisconsin Extension
personnel. It may be necessary to ask a small charge for materials to other
agencies and states.
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